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ABSTRACT

This module, one in a series of performance-based
teacher education learning packages, focuses on a specific skill that
vocational educators need in order to integrate the teaching and
reinforcement of basic skills into their regular vocational
instruction. The purpose of the module is to give educators
competency in assisting students in improving their math skills. It
provides techniques for (1) assessing students' math skills in
relation to the math requirements for the occupational area, (2)
assessing one's own recciiness to assist students with these skills,
and (3) working with students to improve math skills. The teacher
also gains skill in identifying specific kinds of errors students
commonly make and in helping students to improve skills in these
specific areas. Introductory material provides terminal and enabling
objectives, a list of resources, and general information. The main
portion of the module includes three learning experiences based on
the enabling objectives. Each learning experience presents learning
activities with information sheets, samples, checklists, and case
studies. Optional activities are provided. Completion of these three
learning experiences should lead to achievement of the terminal
objective presented in the fourth and final learning experience. The
latter provides for a teacher performance assessment by a resource
person. An assessment form is included. (YLB)
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Learning Experience
OVERVIEW

After coMpleling the required reading, devise a method of assessing stu-,
dente proficlenoy'levels in the math skills required for a selected unit of instruction in your own occupational specialty. ,

Activity

Optional
Activity
2

10

Optional

IL Activity
No

3

Ybu will be' reading the Enformatian sheet, Improving Basic Math Skills in
rI
VdcatiPna1 Edu

You may wish to refresh your knowledge and skill in basic mathematics by
reviewing a math textbook such as the following: Boyce at al., Mathematics
for Technical and ttocational Schools. Or you may wish to review a basic
Inlithernatics textbook used-in your school orcoltege.

You may wish to consult a math specialist to obtain information and resources for assisting students in improving their basic math skills, given the
math requirements for your occupational specialty

41%

Activity

4

You will be identifying the math skiffs required for achieving the student performance objectives in a selected unit of instruction in your occupational spe-

cialty.

You will be evaluating your competency in identifying required men skills by
completing the Math Skins Checklist, pp. 19-20.°
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Some of your students may lack the bait meth sldlls requkid fdr entry into
their chosen occeapations. For information on how you can help them to ireprove their basic Math skills, read thd following irOsxmagoriatreet. _

..
MI

"IMPROVING BASIC MATH SKILLS IN VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION
How often do

use math from day to d$y?

an average day with no, math skies. Nim wouldn't be
able to decide whether youhact_enough_
buy gas, or coffee, or lunch. srto couldn't count your
_change, pay a bill, follow a recipe, estimate a length
_or distance -balance

Carried to the extreme, you would have to have a
job in which you never had to count, read or write
nwnbers, recognize a number. as being larger or
!knitter than another, add, subtract, multiply, divide,
measure, and so on. Pretty farfetched? Most adults,

you might say, can count and compare numbers.
Anyone knows that 10 *lamer than_Z_dgbt-?Ww jaw 932 and 1/2? Which is larger? Or .50 and
1.00? Or 314 and .75?

ltxr may have students in your class who lack
some of the math sifts that are considered to be
bark. -ff the skills they lack-are needed on the job kr

Does this mean that you should
everything
and teach remedial math? No, of cou
not. Nbu

the occupational area for which they are preparing,
your students may be in trouble.
Even if they could get by on the job without being
able to work math problems In conventional ways,
they might never get a chime to try. Many employ-

probably have neither the time nor the training to do
so. But if your students need to improve their basic
math skills fn order to perform on the job, there are
ways you can help them in the course of your regular instruction.

ers requke job applicants to pass an employment

testincluding math problemsbefore they will

As a vocational teacher, you may even have an
advantage when it comes to ad&rm_little "painless"
37 40 may never gets chance to show thetheor --math instrUcticif to your lessorisiwry
students
she can run a machine, make a sale, or type a busi- who have done poorly in math are afraid of it.
It may
ness letter with ease.
even Interview them. An applicant who can't multiply

seem compficated turd utterly "academic"an obstacle in school and Irrelevant in adultly,od.

Your Role

never rteed to know a numerator from a denominator after I leave this place," bey may say. Or,
"The square of the hypotenuse won't put money In
my pocket; why bother with kr
Such atOludes often result from a series of early
failures. Having failed at mastering math in the early
gradesfor whatever reasonsstudents may

NW may feel that you shouldn't have to be responsible for teaching basic math. After all, you're
trying to teach your students to operate machines,
make sales, type letters, or gain other job skills.
Isn't it the math teacher's job to teach basic math?
Isn't it your job to prepare students for employment?
'Rue enough, but if your students need to be able to
use basic math in order to enter the occupation, you
-must be involved to some extent in developing their
math skills.

come to think that they just can't do it. They then
avoid taking any more math, or even any courses

that include math. By avoiding math, they get further
and further behind.
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Specific Strategies
10::

you include all these math skills as part of your regular instruction? It may be helpful to keep several
points in mind
First, vie are talking about improving math skills,

77;

a st

ts math

skills are so poor that you feel it is beyond your ca-

pacity- to help the student. In those situations, it
would probably be best to arrange for remedial instruction by a math specialist and to provide supportive activities in your own class.
Assistinwstudents. in iniproving their basic math

not teaching remedial math. You are not going to
take on the responsibility of teaching your students
eve ylhinQ theYTeed 61,1014i about basicmadiAbu skills.bas-two-phaseiv-preparatlen
win be helping their to improve in specific areas you make the necessary assessments) and actually

S

where their skills are defident.
Second, students in your occupational area may

woridtig with the students. Lets explore some..
general straisiglet-Kkican use-in the two phases of
this process.

need all the skills Setae One of the first steps
you will need to takeis k.
they do need and in which skills individual students
need help.

re to Assist lour Students
Before you can begin helping your students to improve their math skills, you will need to prepare for
the task by assessing the situation and your readiness to meet ft. Mau will need to assess the follow-

Finally, help is available. Math specialists in your

institution can help you by providing advice, texts,

rekrences, assessment devices, math exercises,
games, and other activities to use with your students. If you have students with special learning
problems, special education teachers or learning
disabildy specialists may be aval

ing:

What math skiffs students wlH need as they pur-

sue their occupational goals
Students' competency levels in relation to the
required skills
',bur own readiness to teach those skills
The adequacy of your instiuctional materials for
meeting students' needs
Let's look at each of these assessments separately.

to help you.

Meese the math requirements. As part of your
instructional planning, you will probably have used

occupational analyses or competency profiles to
identify the minimum competencies required for en-

try into occupations in your vocational-technical
area. lbu will also have identified the long-range
goals of the students enrolled ir your program.
From these two b9dies of information, you will have
derived the oompelencies to, be covered in your instruction and the Roaming objectives for individual
students,

9
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If you do choose to use formalized testing, the fol.

10.4 suggestions can help you tc minimize prob.
Mises such as these:
Keep tests short. It a student is having trouble
with one or two problems, why give the student

ten problems of the same type? If you have
many different skills to assess, it may be better
to give several short tests at different times than
to administer one long test
Be sure readkig levels, vocabulary and testing
methods match your students' capabilities. Be
aware of the reading (acuities and other spe-dal needs of individual students. Try alternative
approaches that meet their needs, such as giv-

Ammo your own skills. For you to make math
simple and clear to your student" it must be simple
and clear to you. But it would not be uncommon,

when stepping outside an occupational specialty
and kV° err area like math (which we tend to take
pretty much for granted at the basic level), for you
to find yourself saying something like, 1 can do it,
but I can'freally explain just how I do ft."

!bit will need to assess your knowledge and coLi.
petency in the math skills you have identified. This
should include the following:

your program and students' occupational inter-

'bur understanding of the underlying concepts
lbw ability to perform the mathematical operations
bur ability to help your students iearn those
operations

Try to make the testing situation a positive, nonthreatening experience. Explain the purpose

YOu can test yourself informally by working
sample problems and trying to explain how you
worked them. It may also be helpful to review a ba-

ing word problems orally.2
Make sample problems realistic and relevant to

ests.

and procedures of the test clearly Review vocabulary if necessary. Explain the relationship
of math abilities to the rest of the instructional
Program.

Afterward, review the reset:. c;f the test with
each student. In order to pi ipcint specific difficulties, go over each probleiT: ins student got
wrong, and have the student explain the process he or she used to solve each problem.
Show students how to-self-evaluate. Let them
participate in deciding where they need additional help. Taking responsibility for this deci-

sion may help them to approach the subject
constructively.

lbu may choose to limit formal testing and to take

an Informal vproach. Such an approach might, in
fact, give you inforqpation that is more useful for your
purposes than a more formal approach. By focusing

on the ways nath is really used on the job, you can
devise informal situates to assess students' abilities to perform the related math.
For example, you might decide to have students
do individual shop projects. You could ask them to
figure out the exact materials (type, size, amount)
they will need for their projects and to come to you
with their orders. By reviewingwith the students
their orders and their methods of arriving at them,
you could assess their abilities in a given set of math
skills. From this and similar situations, you could determine student needs in relation to basic math and
derive a set of learning objectives for each student.

sic math text to refresh your memory or refine your
skills. Again, a math specialist can serve as a valuable resource in your self-assessment and in helping you brush up wherever necessary.

Assess existing materials. With the required
math skills and the sk....rents' present skill levels in
mind, you will need to review your instructional materials. In determining whether they are adequate
for improving basic math skills, you should consider
the following questions:

Do they cover math skill development adequately, or do they assume basic math proficiency and go on to more complex math skills?

Do they present basic math in ways that are
appropriate for your students' learning needs?

(For example, do they use communication
channefiauditory, visual, or kinesthetic

through which individual students learn best?
Are reading and complexity levels apprnpriate?
Are the organization and pace suited to the students' attention spans and ability to focus?)
Are explanations clear and simple?
Do the materials provide enough opportunity
for practice?
Are the practice problems relevant to your students' interests? Are they relevant to your program?
Is the, material presented in a way that is appealing and nonthreatening?

Based on your ...,sessment, you may need to
adapt your materials or to locate other materials to

supplement or replace them. For example, you
might revise existing materials to include more detail, to simplify explanations, to reduce the reading
level, or to make sample problems more relevant to
your students' interests.

..

2. To an skill in selecting testing methods Mat are appropriate for students' special needs. you may wish to refer to Module 1-0, Assess the
Progress of Exceptional Students.
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Say, for instance, that you have given a problem
and are calling on individual students: "John, what's
your answer?" "Amy, what answer do you have? As
answers are given, you could write ail of them on
the board, randomly, right or wrong. Then you could
work the problem on ilk: board, ignore all the wrong
answers, and reinforce the right one. No one in this
situation is penalized for being wrong, and everyone
sees how your answer is obtained.

A third approach to creating a positive atmosphere is to encourage students to take responsibility for improving their own math skills. That is,
you want to encourage them to make a conscious
decision that they need to improve their *Ms and
that they will work toward that improvement. The final responsibility for learning must be theirs. NW
can help them improve by proilang instruction, ma*dais, and assistance, but only they can do the
learning and the practic 3 that are required for skill
development.

To make this kind of commitment, the students
must be motivated. They need to understand just
how important math is to them. Each student in your
program has an occupational goal. It may be helpful
to discuss with your students specific ways in which
math relates to their goals. For example, you might
review some of the job duties related to a student's
occupational goal, pose hypothetical on-the-job situations, and have the student consider how well he
she would get along with his/her present levels of

*or

math skill.

Some students may be better motivated by

seeing the importance of math for outside interests
(e.g., understanding batting averages, figuring materials needed for a hobby, even playing poker) or
for getting along as a consumer. For example, you
could say to students something like the following:
"You're on your own, you've got a job, and you're
making money. You can finally buy that color television you've boob wanting. Are they going to come
and take it away in three months because you didn't
understand the interest rate for the installment purchase and can't make the payments?"
For other students, such topics as earnings, paychecks, overtime, bonuses, and getting ahead may

be the key. Knowing your students' interests will
help you determine how to motivate them to take
responsibility for improving their math oldie.

Nbu could, for example, Involve a student in reviewing the math skills analysis for the chosen occupational goal, taking a skill test for the required
math, assessing his or her own performance, and
identifying weak areas. The student would then
need to decide whether he or she wants to work to
improve in the weak areas in order to pursue the
long-range goal. If so, the sti:dent could then take
part in setting his/her own learning objectives.
A student who participates in this kind of process
is likely to feel a greater sense of responsibility for
achieving the objectives than a student who is
simply told that he or she needs to improve. And the
atmosphere is going to be much more positive when
students are working toward chosen goals.

Another way to create and sustain a positive atmosphere is to build on success. This can help to
increase students' confidence in themselves. The
assessments that you have done will show not only
what the students can't do, but. what they can do.
This Is a good place to start. You can focus on the
students' present skills by giving. them problems you
know they can handle. Then you can reinforce their
and point out practical applications for the
mathsuccess
they Weedy know

Students are Elso more likely to take respOnsibility for math skills improvement if they take part in
For
mple, if you have a student who can add
the assessment and decision-making process. Stumultigife-digit whole numbers fairly well, you might
dents who evaluate their own performance and depoint out how this skill applies to balancing a checktermine where they need help are much more likely / book, totaling a sales check, and so on. Or you
to take the help seriously and to work toward might choose to give the student tasks such as
achievement.
these on which to demonstrate his or her ability.

13
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As your students' confidence grows from realizing
what they can do, you can gradually work up to new
skills. Of course, in order to build on success, stu-

dents need to experience success with each new
skill. As you introduce new material, you should be
looking for ways to foster success.

One strategy is to prepare the students properly
for each new skill. For some students, reviewing
new vocabulary will help them to understand a new
concept. Relating new ideas to known concepts is
also very helpful.
For example, 100 yards might he meaningless to
a student until he or she relates it to the length of a
football field. Staying with the sports analogy for a
moment, a student who isn't grasping the concept
of division might already understand the concept of

"hatf the distance to the goal line" without having
recognized it as division.

It is also important to avoid overwhelming students with problems they can't handle. It can be
very discouraging for a student who is struggling
with a new concept to see thirty problems on a sheet
of paper. It would be far better to let the student try

one or two problems. Then, when the student is
ready, you can give more problems for reinforce-

When you really get the students involved, you
can rake advantage of their interest level by stopping the activity midstreamwhile interest is still
highand picking it up later. In the meantime, tofitheaya
mosphere is to make learning enjoyable. For most
might even spend some time thinking about
students having trouble with math, math has never
you were working on.
been fun. But if you are corr.uent your students can
succeed, if the environment is-nonthreateninf0f-you are
your students want to learn, and if they are experia competency-based vocational program, you will
encing some successif all these corrditions are find it OW natural to individualize instruction for
met, then improving theic math skills at least will not
math skills improvement In the same way that you
be a negative experience. \bu can make it even
have done sr, for the rest of your program. If you are
more positive by choosing learning activities that in a more traditionally organized program that emare enjoyable for the students.
ploys primarily grow instruction, you still may find it
Games, brainteasers, tricks, and shortcuts for helpfuleven necessaryto individualize the math
portions of your instruction.
solving certain kinds of problems can be more
and, in some cases, more instructivethan working
We have discussed the importance of assessing
a page of problems. A math teacher can probably occupational math requirements and students' rehelp you locate a variety of enjoyable activities that
lated abilities in order to set learning objectives. We
you can tie in with your instruction.
have also noted the need for a positive atmosphere
Knowledge of your field will probably give you ma- to enhance students' commitment to achieving thee
terial you can use to create hypothetical job situa- objectives. Naturally, you will also want to plan your
instruction so that it enables each individual student
tions involving math. It can be both fun and inStrucfive, for example, for students to figure out what to meet his/her objectives. In aodition, you may find
went wrong, mathematically, to cause the person in that individualization permits you to meet students'
needs with the least interruption to your ongoing
the hypothetical situation to arrive at a silly outcome.

ment.
Finally, an important part of creating a positive at-

I

fun

Another way of making math enjoyable is to keep
students' interest high by relating math to things in

which you know they have an interesthobbies,
sports, home-life, career goals, and so on.

program.
In planning how you will assist students in improving their math skills, you may find it helpful to keep
the following guidelines in mind:

14
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Instruction should contribute directly to each
student's lorxj-range occupational goals and
immediate objectives for math skills improvement. The students' learning objectives will diob
tate what you teach. Whether you use group or
individual !nstruction for specific portions of the

content will depend to a large extent on how
many students need help in a given area.
Learning activities should be varied and should
permit each student to begin at the appropriate
level and proceed at his or her own rate.

Instructional strategies should be consistent
with students' individual needs with regard to
learning style and preferred grouping.
For example, one student might respond to a
one-to-one explanation of a skill that IS giving
him or her troublesay, multiplying fractions.
Another might need practice in multiplying fractions to refine his or her skill. Perhaps learning
activity packages, a game, a simulation, or repeated practice on supervised laboratory tasks
would help this student.
Evaluation procedures should allow each student to be evaluated when ready. Opportunities
for self-evaluation should be provided to en-

courage in students an ongoing sense of responsibility for their own progress.
Since checking one's answers is a good practice in math, methods for

110

taught with

doing so should be

each computation

skill. Selfevaluation can be used as a natural outgrowth

-Roach math in the context of occupational skill
development. As a vocational-techical instructor,
your main task is to prepare students for entry into
their chosen occupations. If your students need to
improve their math skills for job entry, you will need
to look for ways to incorporate math into other areas
of your instruction.
As we have already discussed, weaving math into

your ongoing instruction will benefit both you and
your students. For you, it will reduce the amount of
extra time required beyond your regular vocationaltechnical subject matter. For your students, math for

a specific purpose will have more relevance than
math as a separate subject. It is likely, therefore, to
be more interesting, and it may be easier to understand as well.

As part of your math skills analysis for the occupation, you will have identified tasks in which math
is used. These tasks are the most likely context for
teaching math. Your own situation will dictate how
you incorporate the math, but let's Iodic at an example of how it can be done.
Imagine that students in a clothing program are
going to learn about altering patterns, and the instructor knows that one student is having trouble
with fractions. Without taking advantage of this context, the instructor could decide just to p'.ug in a remedial unit on the related math before getting into
pattern alterations with that student. (Using this approach, chances are that the instructor would either
turn off or scare off the student.)

Students' vocational-technical interests may
serve as the basis for individualiied instruction.
If you capture their interest with something that

SAMPLE

RIGS

"hits home," you may well accomplish that
sometimes-difficult task of motivating individu-

1.1.0

als.

a.

For example, is a student in a hospitality management program dreaming of unning a fishing
lodge one day? By having that student plan the
facilities and staffing for such a lodge, the instructor could give him/her a lot of practice on
basic math skills.

A

-,.
-Y42, or

vi_rksitte

Personal interestsleisure activities, home interests, hobbies, and so onmay also be good
sources of math activities. For example, if one
of your students is a displaced homemaker with

small children, you could come up with many
problems related to family budgeting. For a student who puts a lot of time Into working on cars,

you could devise problems related to costs of
parts, speed, RPMs, horsepower, fuel costs,
1 and so on.4

tt:-.vxt
t
411V,

10 4. To gain additional skill in individualizing instruction, you may wish to
refer to Module C-18, individualize Instruction.

= 47 VI;
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On the other sand, the instructor might devise a
way to work the math Into the unit on alterations.
Here's an example. Beginning with the importance
of proper fit, the instructor might show pictures of
women wearing improperly fitted clothing. He or she
might then describe a set of measurements that do
not correspond to any given pattern size and ask
questions such as the following: How would this person look in a size 12? How would you make a size
12 fit her properly?
Then, as the instructor explains how to make specific adjustments (for example, evenly reducing the
pattern 2 inches in the hips), he or she could give
the struggling student extra help with fractions.
You can see that the difference between the two

approaches is that, in the second, the additional
math help was given as a part of the occupational
skill being learned, not as a separate math unit. As
such, it probably would have had more meaning and
purpose for the student.
Use visual and tactile means to reinforce math

Another visual technique, which we have already
talked about, is to relate mathematical ideas to concepts the students already know For example, how
long is 15 millimeters? Some students would draw
a blank. But, compare it to 16nvn film, and students

who have handed movie film will probably get a
rough idea.
Endless examples could be given for visual techniques. Nbu can probably think of many that naturally occur in your instruction.

Provide practical math activities. ltu are already aware of some of the disadvantages of using
typical word problems to provide practice in problem
classroom. For
solving in the vocational-t
many reasons, they tend to be an Ineffective test of
problem-solving skills and often seem irrelevant to
the vocational-technical skills the students are
learning.
However, your class or lab is-a natural source of
real problems to be solved through math. Situations

that arise on the job or la. daily living can also be

concepts. A major stumbling block for some students is their inability to relate mathematical con-

simulated in class to give students practice in asking
themselves the right questions:

cepts to things they already know Math by nature is
symbolic. To really grasp the underlying meaning,

What do I need to find out?
What do I already know that can help me find
the answer?

students have to be able to "see" the symbolism.
And they need to see that mathematical facts are

What more do I need to know in order to find
the answer?
How can I use what I already know to find out

true no matter what objects they are applied to
that the sum of 8 and 4 is 12, whether cans or
inches are being added.

more?
at is

11..111.`

clear. One is to use physical objects for demonstrating math concepts and to have students manipulate

those objects. Hands-on experience is one of the
most effective means of learning math concepts.

Say, for example, that a carpentry instructor is
talking about dividing a board into equal lengths.
Demonstrating this concept by dividing an actual
board into 6 equal lengths may be much clearer
than dividing 12 by 6 on a chalkboard. Having students do the measuring and cutting would be even
more effective. You can probably think of many other

examples in your own areausing money, cups of
flour, containers of water, lengths of yard goods,
quantities or nails, or whatever objects are appropriate.

Visual demonstrations using .suchAigis as count-

ers, pie charts, graphs, Or 'folded pap*" are also
helpful ways for clarifying math concepts. The more

the students manipulate these materials themselves, the better their chances of understanding

I

;

The student who can ask the right questions is more
likely to be able to solve problems on the job using
other math skits (computation, algebra, and so on).

You can probably identify many problems that
arise in your vocational-technical area that can be
solved mathematically:
Increasing or decreasing formulas or recipes
Planning amounts of materials needed for specific shop projects
Predicting results of changes in speed, velocity,
temperature, or other variables
Predicting ;nventory needs
Computing blidgets
You canirsesiroWernsspch as these to demonstrate
o..-the-job problem solving. garnple 1 shaws hcnir"-problem-solving questions and related math can be
applied to a classroom problem (in this case, buying
fabric for draperies).

the concepts.

1
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SAMPLE 1
11)

APPLIED PROBLEM SOLVING
Figuring Drapery Fabric
Whet do) need to find aid?

4

How much fabric should I buy?

What do I already know?

WM,

1-54" ROD -01

3 identical windows, sizes as shown
Finished length:
Header allowance:
Horn allowance:
Total width:
Fabric width:

What other In

Om... OW. OW .01

7 in.

0.41,

FABRIC

3 in. + 3 in. = 6 in.
3 In. + 3 in.
6 in.
face of rod + 12 In.
'44 in.

HEM

or

Unfinished drapery length per window
Number of panels per window

How can I use available kdormadon to learn more?
Unfinished length =

72,

finished length
+ header allowance
+ hem allowance

+6

What Is the solution ?.
Amount of fabric needed

84

X3

25Z

x3

"

8 4" urifinisha:1 lencifh

Panels per window - total width x 2
fabric width

,

54
-tegB told width

unfinished length
x number of panels per window
x number of windows

x

66

F>er

4 4, 132.

wteldow

137,'.

84

x3

2.1 yards ofne

'1% inches
36 inches per yard

75"
As students participate in solving these kinds of

FMb
34,
'36

Figuring interest on an installment purchase
Figuring total. tip. and tax on a salescheck and
splitting the check among several people

problems. they become better able to use their skills
independently. This is important: it will allow them to
saLvR.problems that ariseJater on the sob.

If time permits. you 'night haVe each student bring
such a problem to be solved by the class The class

Problems related to personal interests and daily
living can also provide the same kind of practice
For example

can work together to set up the problem. ideetily
available and needed int( yrmation and COrnpute the
answer

Planning a schedule to get specific things done
in a given amount of time
Reccncilinq a hank statement with the check
book register
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;In improving your own skills and knowledge of basic
may wish to review a basic mathematics textbook used in

If you are
mathematics,
your school or
Optional
Activity

2
%111 1110

Another option IS to review poignant sections of the following supplementary

reference: Boy0 at al., Mathematics for Technical and lbcational Schools.
This text is written in simple
and Is intended for people who will be
1 through 4 deal with common
worldng with .
and machinety.
.
fractions, . ..:
and ratios and proportions. Also addressed are geometry, grwhs, ; ..s.
. instruments, and a variety of industrial applications of math.
problems' are vocationally oriented.
.

If you desire ad4tional help in preparing to assist your students in improving

their basic math! skins, you may wish to consult a math specialist. Such a
specialist may be able to provide the following kinds of assistance:
Sample ass sment devices or assistance in devising your own means
of

Assistance In evaluating instructional materials for basic math skills iftlprovement
Advice and resources for adapting or supplementing existing materials
Sources of basic math materials and activities related to your content

area
to locate a math specialist who can help you within the

Nbu should be
math

of your own. school or college.
-

Assurse-thist y4 tire teaching in a vocational-technical program in your own
occupational specialty. Identify a unit of instruction in your program that re-

for students to achieve the student performance objectives in the selected
unit of instruction. Be sure to include not only broad areas of math skill (e.g.,
computation), but also specific skills (e.g., addition of whole numbers).

After you have identified the math skills required, for students to achieve the
student performance objectives in a selected unit of instruction, use the Math
Skills Checklist, pp. 19-20, to evaluate your work.

O

MATH SKILLS CHECKLIST
Ottectione: Place an X In the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished, partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not applicable, place an X in the
NIA box.

*me
Doe
Resource Paton

11111=1MOIIIIMMIlmi111111...1.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

--In Identifying the requited math Skills, you:
I. reviewed the student performance objectives included in the unit of
instruction
2.

identified broad areas of math skill required for achieving the objectives, including the following, as appropriate:
a. quantification

b. computation

c. measurement

d. estimation
e. problem solving
f.

comprehension of equivalents

g. organization oislata_.
h. algebra
i.
.

3.

geometry

identified specific math skills needed for achieving the objectives, induding, as appropriate, the ability to:
a. read and write numbers, count, and order numbers
b. add, subtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers
c. add, subtract, multiply, and divide fractions and mixed numbers

d. add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals
e. make,. use, and report measurements (e.g., of time, temperature,
or other units pertinent to the specific objectives to be achieved)
f.

estimate measurements and quantities

g. use problem-solving techniques in solving on-the-job problems

-^

19
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4it

AP

Ell

El

h. relate measurements on thfterent scales (e.g., metric and English,
fractions and decknals, feet and rude, or other scales used in the
selected unit of instruction)
i.

_

gip
.

/

4st

s

El

apply algebraic and geometric principies to practical, on-the-job
Prob0m,

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any Item re

vies._. a_Isha or

PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet Improving Basic Math Skills in Vocational
Education, pp. 7-17, or check with your resource person if necessary.

For the unit of instruction you selected, develop In writing an activity for

E.

assessing students' levels of proficiency in the math skills required to achieve

the student performance objectives in that unit. Your activity may include
written tests and/or other classroom or lab activities through which you can
assess proficiency in the identified skills.

_%46

[te:i7back

After you have developed your assessment activity, use the Assessment Activity Checklist, pp. 21-22, to evaluate your work.

1111111.1..-

22
20

ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY CHECKLIST
Dereetions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance wmponents was not accomplished, partally accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special circumstoves, a performance component was not mplicable, place an X in the
NIA box.

Nave

Date

RIPOOVICO FOAM

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

%bur assessment actIvfty
1.

includes one or more of the following assessment devices:
a. informal situations devised to assess students' ability to perform
the required skills

El

b. existing tests covering the required skills
c. tests specialty developed to assess the required skills

.

2.

covers all the math skills identified within the selected instructional
unit

3.

includes activities/test items that focus on ways the identified math
sums are actually used on the job

4.

includes activities/test items that require students to apply problemsolving tectmiques

5.

includes problems that are realistic and relevant to:
a. the selected unit of instruction

El

D

b. students' vocational interests
6.

provides opportunities for self-evaluation

7.

Includes one or more of the following strategies for making the situation as nonthreatening as possble:
a. presenting the activity/test in the context of regular activities
b. explaining the relationship of math to other program act -Mee

c. using just one or two problems to test each math skill
d. using several short activities/tests rather than one long one

e. ensuring that reading levels, vocabulary, and testing methods
match studerts' capabikbes
f.

explaining assessment purposes and procedures In advance

C]

0

g. reviewing vocabulary, if needed

E]

h. reviewing assessment results with each student

21
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Level of Perforinencec AN Items must nrwive FULL or tiliA responses. If any Item receives a NO or
PARTIAL response, review the material In the inlormatIon sheet, Improving Basic Math Skills In socsitiOnal
Education, pp...7-17, or check with your resource person If necessary

Lear mg xperience dl
OVERVIEW

1113ta may wish to review vo0ationally oriented student end teed* *dilate
clas4
to imPrale sPecitic math Ortils.sitctlt 45 the Matheinalits Learning
Activity Pack4ges Produced by Me Imitate
sti4YM
tuni Coneortiuth (ACC) .
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Once you know Oat basic math skiff your students need and where they
need help, there are a viviety rof techniques you can 'use to he them improve in specific skills. By and large, you can do this within the context of
your regular vocationol-technical content. For information on helping students 10 knprove specific math lids; road the following information attest

Activity

int:111

IMPROVING SPECIFIC MATH SKILLS
Pin poird the difficulty.

Let us say that, through your assessment activities, you- have iderdffied-math-skills-that-your a

Use simple explanations, visual aids, and-ma--

dents need to Improve. Stu have assessed your
own math skills and are premed to work with the

activffies to explain mathematical
concepts.
Nabrk on specific problem areas and build to the

students individually and ki a 'positive atmosphere.
How can you do this in the cordext of your ongoing
vocational-technlcal program?

larger *M.
Provide practice activities.

First, you will need to identify exactly where each
student is having trouble so that you can give each
student just the kind of help he or she needs. There
are several things you can then do to help students
improve specific math skiffs:

Lets take a closer look at each of these tasks in
relation to specific math skffis.

Pinpoint the Difficulty
Nbur initial assessment is usually confined to the

broader areas of math with which your. students
. .

Ora

11E.. tali

a

A

found initially that one of his/her marketing and dis-

tributive education students was having difficulty
making extensions. The student needs this skiff for
figuring discounts, quantity prices, and the tax in
completing an invoice. In the instruckwis assessment, he/she found that the student was having
trouble multiplying fractions and decimals.

But the instructor stiff needs more information.
Does the student need the basics of multiplication?
Are multiplication tables the problem? Or is it some-

thing like carrying numbers or pining decimal
points?
One way to pinpoint the problem more speefficany

is to use diagnostic tests. Nbu may be able to obtain such tests from a math specialist. They are de-

signed so that the students pattern of right and
wrong answers shows exactly what past Of the operation the student is doing incorrectly.
Another way to pinpoint the difficulty is to develOp

a checklist of the component skills, or subtasks,
with which to `zero in on the problem area. Nbu can
develop such checklists by listing the math applicationsfrom simple to COMplex__---Amedil your program and the subtasks that make up those applications. It may also be helPful to review a basic math
text to identify subtasks. Samples 2 trough 4 illustrate checklists for selected math applications.

The
solving
will'
mining
know i
solve i

Waked in malhatnatloil problem

be less easily defined In general, they
the basic problem-solving steps (deteri you need to *id out, what you akeady
is useftd, what more you needs know to
problem, and so on). But the specific subtasks will vary because they will be closely tifid to

the panlcular problem'. being solved. Sample 5
subtaske for mathematically solving a
shows
given occupational problem.
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SAMPLE 2

CHECKLIS
"

Asking Whole Okiebers

11,111::. :4;
1.0
00, .1r

The student:
1.

demonstrates Imowledge of the basic addition facts

2.

adds a single column of whole numbers on pepper

3.

adds whole numbers mentally

4.

adds multiple-dIgit whole numbers:
-a. fines up numbers correctly

40$4,00. rr,r,

,

0

*
:AO "r=x- "r-'

b. starts with right-hand column, vrorics left

c. adds two digits in the column at a time, gets a sum, and adds the next
number to it
d. writes total sum for column directly below column
0. if sum has two digits, writes only the second digit under the column and

carries the firel-diglt to-the next-column
f.

adds "carried over digits when totaring the column

g. ireeats process. for each column
h. for final (left-hand) colunin, writes both digits of sum to complete thefinswer
i.

You can develop checklists such as those shown
in samples 2 through 5 for any math competencies
that you identify in your occupational area. With the
math operations broken down into subtasks in this
manner, it should be easy to pinpoint what skills and
subtasks are giving students trouble.
Another way to pinpoint difficulties is to have stu-

dents demonstrate how they work problems. If

.

you have a student who is having trouble with division, for example, it can be very enlightening just to
watch the student work a few division problems. If
you discovered the student's difficulty initially
through a test, you. could simply follow up by having
the student show you the process he or she used in

solving those.division problems. With your checklist
of division subtasks in hand or in mind, it should be
fairly easy to pinpoint where the student needs to
improve.

One student might need help with the basic number facts. Another might need to review the whole
concept and process of division. Still another may
simply be getting hung up on a particular subtask,
such as bringing down numbers or inserting zeros.
It would be pointless to give each of these students
a detailed explanation of how division works. By pinpointing the trouble, you can tailor your instruction
to each student's needs.

SAMPLE 3

Ws
alsixePliate irteaSUring Inatrionent (e.g., ruler, tape, micrometer) for
of accuracy needed
the lent0 to be rreasuredand*o
'PlaCee

3.

No

N/A

1=1

ir:istiUment

D

reacis.lbe Measurement correctly

4. if riecgssarY, *vet* measurement to more practical units (usually by mulflPIYire or dividing).
S.

identifies units of measure In the reported measurement

II El

SAMPLE 4

MATH CHECKLIST

awm.a..

Yes

f: eSei60-01.i4titaarkialicablelitenis
2. lindikorre0 (taller 'catunin on cove wide of table

*ids cerrect cents range on 00ser mkt

4.

reef* tax amount whoa columns intersect

5.

enters tax properly on salsa check

N/A

0 El 0

The stildant:

3.

No

El
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ha

OM/art pctdan'or

inwhich1,is
e
detennitm the number i#'niiiniiP

011'0

t determines the 00 at tha .Cke,

vides $10.74 by 6 and (Worn. that the coripwr-vdeiave "1

5.

determines the price per serving bi dividing the price of
number of servings n the package -

Explain Mathematical Concepts
You are likely to find that some students really do
lack basic understanding in one or more areas of
math. Perhaps a student can't handle division be-

Manipulating objects is another effective way for
a student to learn underlying math concepts. You
can probably think of many hands-on activities appropriate to your own program that could be used to
teach math concepts. For example:

cause he or she has never really understood the relationship between multiplication and division. Such
a student will need some basic groundwork before
he or she will be able to handle the division orocess
very well.

Adding coins. nails, or the inch markings on a
ruler

Subtracting money pipe lengths. or patient input output
Multiplying ingredients, tax, or stock
Dividing a board length, a pie. or a template into
equal parts
Measuring wire, floor space. or paper
Folding paper or fabric into equal parts or geometric shapes

You will have to decide whether you can provide
the help the student needs or whether you should
refer the student to a specialist for more intensive
instruction. If you do refer the student, you will probably want to plan some supportive activities to use
in your own program.
It you determine that you can assist the student,
you need to plan learnirj activities that include the
following:

Simple, clear explanations and basic rules
Egalanations Gr. applications related to program
content
Demonstraticns cf step-by-step procedures
a Visible or tangible teacrd ig aids
Manipulative activities
Sample 6 shows an excerpt from a handout incorporating several of these strategies, which might be

used in an automotive program to help explain a
math concept. The handout could be used in combination with an oral explanation, a chalkboard demonstration, and the use of real objects.

9ne point you will need to consider in teaching
math basics is how much your students really need
to know for occupational competency. Take, for ex
ample, definitions or labels. Your students moy not
really need to know the terms multiplier, nult pli
cand, and product,

On the other hand, you may decide that using
those terms makes it easier for you to teach the process of multiplication. In that case, you would prob-

ably explain the terms so that the students would
know what you are talking about. But you would
probably riot require them to know the terms in order
to demonstrate competency in multiplication.

27
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SAMPLE 6

Or, you**, add 4 +

4 and 906 Cara

,

16

But

.Y041***0:17 c4.7.43

paidi

The *Or. !ha riOn*Tai
eritaert itor**4. you oilo

court*,,

tiotdo

tOeld 0000 **1
Sad

cation,

Procedures:
Now let's look at some sample palms. ...
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Work on Specific Problem Areas
le have talked about starting at the beginning
the basic math conceptsfor students who have a

real gap in their mathemadcal knowledge. For many
students, howevm this would be both unnecessary
and ineffective. A student who is turned off by math
may just stop listening when you start talidng about
fundamentals. Besides, the trouble spot may not be
that basic.
dent Is is having problems. Imagine that a student is
-showing you how she solves an addition problem
and you see that she isn't (=Tying numbers correcdy. That's a good place to start. If you work with
her on carrying numbers, you may find that her
overall skiff th addition improves significantly. By
budding competency in the subtasks, the student

builds competency in the larger skill.

Basic Number Facts as a Problem Area
Nia ad know that you can't do math unless you
know basic number facts (4 + 5 = 9, 7 x 7 = 49,
and so on). The number facts for addition and sub traction usually are not a big problem because they
only involve combinations from 0 to 10. Multiplication facts, of course, are another matter; they seem
111
be a majon r stumbling block for most mathdeficient stude ts.
This presents a dilemma for a teacher trying to
help students improve their math skills. Do you work

with the students to help them learn the number
facts? Or do you help them find shortcutsways to
get around learning the tables? Or do you perhaps
try to do both?

For example, you might suggest that your students refer to a multiplication number chart (see
sample 7) as they do their math. Most students will
quickly learn some of the easier combinations, such
as the 2s and the 5s. By using the chart, they are
apt to team other combinations to which they refer
often. Number charts can also be used for addition
and subtraction, as shown in samples 8 and 9.
-might
suggest that the-studentscount on
their fingers, make lines on paper, or construct a
number line (see sample 10) if they need to.
Hand-held oak:Waters are another option. You
may argue that a person Is better off having the
facts handyin his or her own headthem depending on a calculator. This is probably true, but if the
valculator mattes the difference between being able
to work math problems and not being able to (and
especially if calculators can be used on the job),
then the calculator can be .a valuable tool. In fact,
research has shown that the use of calculators
helps, rather than hinders, learning.
Besides, student use of calculators is increasing
dramatically. As calculators have become smaller
and less expensive, many more students have
gained access to them. Some even have them built
into their wristwatches.

So, you are likely to have students who are going
to wet calculators no matter what you decide about
their appropriateness. But students shoUldn't depend totally on a calculator, because things can go
wrong. A student may push the wrong button or not
push hard enough. A student may push two buttons
at once or the same button twice. Or the battery may
be weak;

It may be unrealistic to expect some students who
are having trouble with math to memorize multiplication_ facts at this stage of the game. It may have
been the insistence that they must learn their tables
that created the banter in the first place.

whether the calculators answer is correct. (If a student expects an answer to be somewhere around

Then how do you help these students? The answer lies partly in the occupational math require-

wrong.) And in order to estimate, students need to

ments. If the worker is going to-have to recall num-

ber facts quickly in order to do on-the-spot
calculations, then there may be no way around

learning the tables. In other job situations, using
shortcuts and aids may be an acceptable alternative.

Ability to estimate is the key to recognizing

4,000 and gets an answer around 4,000,000, it
should be clear to him or her that something is
kr,:..w basic number facts.

Consequently, whether or not caiculators and

charts can'be used on the job, knowledge of the
number facts is still valuable. Learning those facts
through memorization, flash cards, and other rote
methods is effective with some students.

.

SAMPLE 7
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10

5
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SAMPLE 8

ADDITION CHART
Directions: To add two numbers, find one number along the top edge and the other along
the left edge.
Run your fingers along the two rows until they meet.
Example: 8

4-

4

Find 8 on the top edge.
Find 4 on the left edge.
The "8" row (going down) and the "4" row (going across) meet at 12. The answer Is 12.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

3

4

5

6

7

8

4

5

6

7

8

5

6

7

8

6

7

8

7

8

8

9

10

9

10

11

9

10

11

12

9

10

11

12

13

9

10

11

12

13

14

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

31
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SAMPLE 9

subtract two postiNe ni /item. jowl Ow minuend along the top edge and find the subtrahend
Mt, rows until they meet.
Run your *Vero along

4 0-theltinuortd; 4 l the Stibtrealfmd)
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SAMPLE 10

NUMBER LINES
Number lines are two sr irate, movable strips of paper (rulers can also be used) 'may 00 trOVed in
relation to each other to add or subtract.

Example: 4 + 6
Place two number lines on the table,. one above** other.
Find 4 on the first line.
Place the front end (the zero point) olthe SecOnd number line (tiredly bed! the.4/orithe:firet
Find 6 on the second line and read the rhanber aboie' it on the fihtt
Threanewer

To subtract, reverse the process.

Fiowever rote methods may repel other students
ai id actually prevent Mem from learning. F-or these
students using memory aids (charts and calcula
torsi (1Uy riot seem to them like a tedious learning
exrcise Thus inev may ref am at least some of the

most commonly used combinations, so that they
eveniwijy !efe1 to the aids ie6s As students learn
11011:1t)ei t0Ctt, tinled

to ,,how prr)we'r,.-;

May

;IS

recorded on ci cnart
shIrienis 101,11n

?tit

ad(ar:in and multiplication combinations are the
:i,-,Linte in reverse Students need to know Mat if
7
fi escapes them they can turn it around
maybe ;)
7 is e;isier Likewise /
J is the ;drile
at.; 5

can SSO suggest that students move up of
(10Wn 0 notch or) ttle!r mental t.0t)!et.; when they
stock F Or exampR'. it 8
G is hard they need to
know that they can try 8
to and then add another
YOU

t3

t3evurld

!ricit),()(;,,

few hints ul.ty

The 1'ick with both ot theic strati:idles is to' sti,
#fOM what they do k'IcrA

tn,1!
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SAMPLE 11

GROUPING NUMBERS IN AN ADDITION PROBLEM
SAMPLE PROBLEM:

47
53
62
56
36
21

+19
SOLUTION:

1. GROUP NUMBERS

15=
10 =

1-

4
5
6
5
3
2
1

2. ADD RIGHT COLUMN AND CARRY
10

(3)

2
12
10

carry

4

3. ADD LEFT COLUMN
15
10
1

+ 3)

29

4 = 294

35

Subtracting the top number from the bottom
numberThe sluclent subtracted 2 from 3, in-

It may he your students to review the concept of
place valuers and the basic ruin of subtraction (e.g.;

stead of borrowing and than subtracting 3 from

shop work from fight b let be sum the top number Is bigger; and remember that subge np 0 km
a number does not change the number).

12.

.52030

skating the procedures for borrowing is aim Wootton In addition, you should encourage studenhe to
do the fallowing:

.347
5113

Wirt% in the borrowed and decreased valrs as
they work, to lessen chance of WOE

Neglecting to bonowThis student didn't
borrow to make it possible to subtract 7 from
10. Instead, the student tried td subtract 7 from
0 (impossible) and dedded the answer must be
0. The same mistake was made in dying to subtract 3 from 2.

44$

341

4'113

5200

Chock an answers by adding the answer and
the bottom number to get the top nimbler.

1341

344

5020

+44113

5260

Forgetting to decrease the number boorowed fromThis time the student borrowed
and correctly subtracted 7 from 10 to get 3. But
then, instead of decreasing the 8 and subtracting 4 from 5, the student subtracted 4 from 6.
The same mistake was repeated In borrowing
from the 5.

Estimate answers before they begin, to catch
any gross errors in subtraction. For example, in

this problem, 597 is about 800 and 308 is
about 300. Thus, the answer should be about
300.

5260
347
5923

5'3'4

308

Neglecting to borrow from more than one
place valueTM; student should have borrowed from three place values in order to subtract 3 from 10, 0 from 9, 0 from 9, and 6 from

6. Instead, the student borrowed incorrectly
from one place value.

Multiplication of whole numbers. The most frequent problems In multiplicadon are in carryingremembering which number is carried end what to do
with it when mariplying the next set of numbers. Below are some typical errors made in multiplication
problems.

Not cartykigIn \ this problem, the student

441,000

multiplied 3 x 5 add got 15. instead of writing
the 5 and carrying the 1, the student wrote 15.
The some mistake was made when multkriying

6J00.3
43, Ocl

2 x 5.

65
1815
13,

36

38

Adding the canted number Wore multiplyingThe student correctly ,mulNplied 3 x 5

Forgetting to Indent the second set of numbers Me the productThis student did al the
multiplications =molly However, Instead of

(15), tool* the 5, and corned the 1. However,
instead of licit multiplying 3 x 6 (18) and then
adding the carried number (18 + 1 = 19), the
student added the carried number first
(6 + 1 7), then multiplied (3 x 7 = 21). The

beginning the second product under the 2.1n the

number 23, the student aligned It with the 3.
This gives the wrong place values to the second product and a wry wrong anew of 325

same mistake was made when multiplying
2 x 65.

imaged of the correct 1495.

165

25

x

15
130
326-

215
1

E

Multiplying the carried number Msteed of
adding ItThis student correctly multiplied
3 x 5 (15), wrote the 5, and carried the 1. How-

ever, the student then multiplied the canted
number (3 x 1= 3) before multiplying 3 x 6
(18). The same mistake was made in multiply-

ing 2 x 65.

Agate, reviewing place values and the procedures

for carrying numbers may be helpful to your stu-

dents. They should be encouraged to do the following:

Kite carried numbers above the next cokimn.
Check answers by reversing the problem and
multiPlYkig

For multiplying mentaNy, it may be helpful for stu-

dents to separate the factors kilo combinations that
are easier to won with or to multiply by rounded off
numbers and then to adjust the answer. Sample 12
Illustrates these two processes.

Zb
1935
1220

X
.

Division of whole numbers. In division,

13,035

dents make more varied mistakes because
also Wolves multiplication and subtraction. Any

Forgetting which number was awnedIn
this problem, the student correctly multiplied
3 x 5 (15), wrote the 5, and carded the 1. But
in the next step, the student reversed numbers
and multiplied the carried minter first
(3 x 1 = 3) and then added the 8 to get 9, instead of calculating correctly: 3 x 6 =
18 + 1 = 19. The same mistake was made in
multiplying 2 x 65.

math operations will also show up in division.
following are examples of some typical errors in division problems.

Not keeping numbers in correct pieces In
tti this problem, the student placed the 6
rectly above the 4 of the dividend
of
above the 0. This caused the student
an extra 0 M the quotient, and it

40.6 = 60.

ex5
X

'tufty that students are having with these

23
45
80

895

-\ 37
39

that

SAMPLE 12

SKATING F
$91141ne *WI
12 -k

Ptt

TORS AND ROUNDING FACTORS

otli to

.00'

45.
96

am 646

RfauttidniFactors
12
48 12 ),1/4....i...inititurt2
24 to 5

6,00

Failing to bring down a zero to maintain

Choosing the wrong quotientThe student

correctly
dividing
(7
3
2. with a remainder of 1), the student
should have brought down the 0 and divided 3
into, 10. By overlooking the 0 and bringing down

5), leaving a reincorrectly divided (40
6
mainder larger than the divisor, From there, the
solution went from bad to worse. The student
divided 106 by 6 (17) and wrote this two-digit
number in the quotient.

place

valuesAfter

the 9. the student lost the place value represented by the 0.

1_517_

)406
-30

1 coq

10(0

19

Subtracting incorrectly In this problem. the
2)
6
student incorrectly subtracted (7
This type of error can be easily missed by stu-

Failing to place a zero iv the c' atient- This
2, with a
student correctly divided (105
52
remainder of 1) and brought down the 6. At that
point, he she should have tried to divide 16 by

dents, because it may not interfere with completing the rest of the problem

52 and entered a 0 above the 6, then brought
down the 2. By neglecting the zero, the student
gave the final 3 in the quotient the wrong place
value.

52 j10562
-704
102
-150
11..

38

Multiplying incerredlyThe student kwredly multiplied in this problem (6 x 8 = 38).
As with subkaction _errors, this type of mistake

often goes undetected If the student is able to
continue with the problem:

Not converting to fractions with common

denominakins before computingk1 this
problem, the student tried to subtract fractions
with different denominators. This then led the
student to subtract the denominato rs.

85

61406

3

Not leaving denominators constant when
computing Here the student added the de-

26,

nominators, getting an anew of 7A6 instead of
7/43.

Not recognizing too large a remainder- Here the student chose the wrong quotient
when dividThg 46 by 6, leavkig a remainder
larger than the divisor.

Computing new numerators incorrectlyIn
converting 2% to an improper fraction, the student did not add in the old numerator (2). The

student should have computed as follows to
find the new numerator: 5 x 2 = 10 + 2 = 12.

0/44116

-36
4(0
-36
10

2,*
5

A review of place values and careful demonstration and explanation, of the division process may be
helpful to your students. They should also be encouraged to do the following:
Check all remainders against the divisor to be
sure a high-enough quotient was used.
Check subtractions and multiplications.
Check final answers by multiplying the quotient
by the divisor, then adding the remainder to get
the dividend.

Not converting mixed numbers to Improper
fractions before cbmputingIn this problem,
the student converted the fractions within the
mixed numbers to fractions with common denominators (% = "112 and % =1%4. But because the problem still contains mixed numbers, the student will probably get into trouble
when trying to subtract %2
10/12.

3

Addition and subtraction of fractions and
.

5

mixed number*. Difficulty with adding and subtracting fractions and mixed lumbers often has to
do with denominators (e.g., converting to fractions
with common denominators and converting to improper fractions). Students who have trouble with

.....,-L-multiplicatfori ire also apt to run into *rouble when
converting fractions. The following a ,,,me typical
enucs.

39

41

11-25-1=

t

,4g7.7.7.r.nznr-sn. 74c-:

Multlpftcation of fractions and mixed num-

Not reducing final answers to proper fractions or snored numbersTo complete this

bers. Multiplying fractions is a simple process if the
student knows the multiplication tables. Aside from
errors caused by lack of skill in multipkation, most

problem, the student should have reduced 47/6
to a mixed number 7%.

errors relate to conversion of mixed numbers and

3* +41 =

improper fractions. Difficulties with division will show

up when converting answers to proper fractions.
The following am some typical mistakes.

IQ 4.

Multiplying IncorrectlyIn this problem, the

3

student incorrectly muftiplied (4 x 8

2ff+.22.40111.

36).

X-2- x21

8

4

Not converting mixed numbers to improper

Multiplying incorrectlyLack of skill in mul-

*kaftan got this student into trouble when

fractions beton) computingHere the ski-

converting % to a fraction with a denominator of 6. The student incorrectly multiplied
3 x 9 = 18, getting the wrong numerator.

dent should have converted 1% to 1% before
multiplying. Instead, the student multiplied the

i
IQ_

3

fractions and simply transferred the whole numbar to the answer.

1,,

±

X

2

Not reducing final answers to proper fractionsIn this problem, the final answer should
have been reduced to Wm

14-'x

For most fraction cllfficulties, it w be helpful to

review comparative sizes of fractions. Students
need to have an idea of the relative sues of com-

Co

15

mon fractions: that 1/2 is larger than Vs; that .% is
larger than 1/4; and so on. 141ti can demonstrate
these relationships using charts, circle graphs, other
visual aids, or objects pertinent to your occupational

Aside from working on multiplication tables and
division procedures as needed, studeMs may need
to review a few principles of working with fractions:

specialty.

Depending on the area of difficulty, you may wish
to review such concepts and procedures as the following:

Basic concepts and procedures related to denominators (the number of parts into which you
are splitting the whole)
Converting to common denominators
Converting to Improper fractions
Reducing fractions
The_rule that the value of a fraction remains the

In multiplying fractions, multiply both the numerators and the denominators.
To convert a mixed number to an improper fraction, multiply the whole number by the denominator, and add the old numerator to find the new
numerator.
To reduce an improper fraction, divide the numerator by the denominator.

same if both numbers are multiplied by the
same-number
ft is usually helpful to begin with problems that
have like denominators and then toproceed to problems with different denominators after the first fOe
has been mastered.

42
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Division of fractions and mixed numbers. Student division mistakes we often caused by simple
multiplication errors ,a failure to find invert the
set The following are examples.

Failing to extend numbers with zeros in

Nat inverting before multiplying In this

to subtract 6 from 10, 1 from 9, and 3 from 3--for a correct answer of .84.

problem, the student forgot to invert %.

subtraction problems ----In this problem, the
student should have extended 4. to 4.00. This
mould have made It possible to borrow and then

4.

÷

1.16

Multiplying Incorrectly Here the student inverted the divisor but then multiplied incorrectly

(3 x 5 = 18).

5

x

4

student subtracted (7 - 2 = 5) instead of add-

ing (7 + 2 = 9).

2.

ji

G.2 7

8

.

8

Reviewing the need to invert the divisor and the
processes for multiplying fractions may be helpful to

your students. Again, working on multPlication
tables may be important for some students.

Addition and subtraction of decimals. Any student who works with money or financial records
.101

Adding or subtracting incorrectlyHere the

needs to be able to work with decimals (also called
decimal fractions). Aside from ordinary addition and
subtraction procedures, most difficulties with decimals relate to placement of the decimal point and to
dealing with zeros. Below are typical errors in decimal problems.

Falling to line up decimal pointsBy aligning the decimals incorrectly, the student gave
17 a value of only .17 anti 4.5 a value of only
.45.

C9.55
When having trouble In this area, students need
to remember the following:
A whole number has a decimal point after it.
All decimal points must be lined up in both addition and subtraction problems.

In the answer, the decimal point is placed directly beneath the decimal points in the problem.

Multiplication of decimals. Again, the main
problem (other than not knowing the multiplication
tables) is placing the decimal point in the answer.
Following are typical errors in multiplying decimals.

Failing to count decimal places In are
swersln this problem, the student multiplied
correctly but placed the decimal point in the answer below the decimal point in the multiplier.

2o

He/she should have counted the decimal

17.

plates in both the multiplier and the multipli:And (three places) and placed the decimal
point to the left of the 4 in the answer

A c82)

x

4.13

826

2005

2 147.6
I
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Multiplying IncorrectlyHere the student
forgot to wry when multiplying 5 by 4.13.

Students need W. remember the following basic
rules of dividing decimals:
Move the decimal point in the divisor &lithe way
to the right to make It a whole number.

.4. 13

Move the decimal point in the dividend the
same number of pieces.
Place the decimal point in the quotient directly
above the decimal point In the dividend.

826
205

It may also be helpful to explain that movement of

Aside from working on the multiplication tables,
students need to remember to count the total number of decimal places in the two factors and then to
count the same number of places In the answer to
locate the decimal point correctly.

Division of decimals. The major stumbling
blocks in the division of decimals we difficulty with
division of whole numbers and placement of the
decimal point. The following we two typical errors
that students tend to make:

Not moving decimal pointsIn this problem,
the student foiled to make the divisor (.15) a
whole number (15) by moving the decimal point
two places to the right and also felled to make

that same change in the dividend (30.37).
If done correctly, the problem would have
been

stated

solved

and

as

follows:

3037 ÷ 15 = 202 (remainder 7).

24. 0

.15 .30.37

30

7

Not placing the *militia point in the quotientHere the student correctly moved the
decimal points in the divisor and dividend. But

he/she :alled to place a decimal point in the
quotient. The correct anew would be 27.8, not
278.

the decimal points in the divisor and dividend represents multiplying them both by the same number
(e.g., by 10 or by 100). If stunts are having trouble
with division, multiplication, or subtraction in working the problem, they probably need to work on the
tables.
Computation is not the only area of math that
gives students trouble. They may also have mob!ems In the other basic math Witsmeasurement,
estimation, equivalents, problem solving, and so on.
The Wowing are studegies for helping students
who need to Improve their sidle in these areas.

Measurement, estimation, and equivalents. As
a vocational-technical teacher, you have an advantage in teaching measurement and estimation sidle
and comprehension of equivalents. These sidits are
best taught In relation to their practical uses on the
job. The specific measuring devices used and the
ways they are used will depend on the occupational
area.
Measurement usually requires other fundwnental
skills as wen, such as reading and writing numbers,
counting, ordering numbers, and working with fractions.
An widerstandThg of equivalents Is also involved
in many measuring tasks. For example, a person In
the construction trades will need to measure in feet,
inches, and fractions of Inches and to understand
such equivalents as 12 inches = 1 foot.

A person In commercial foods will have to measure ingredients by teaspoons, tablespoons, cups,
and fractions thereof, and In metric quantities (e.g.,
grams and liters). He or she also needs to understand how one measuring unit rbiates to another hi
fact, in many occupations, workers are increasingly
converting to the metric system. Students who leave
your program familiar with metric equivalents WI be
much better prepared for future trends in their occupations.
,

actuat-en-theiebappliaatione-mabe-aneffective way of improving students' skills, not only
In measurement and comprehension of equivalents,
but also in the underlying computation sidlis. What
better way is there to learn fractions, for example,
than by manipulating them in taking accurate measurements?
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Some students may find it helpful to memorize
the equivalents most commonly used In the partic-

ular occupational area. Doing so reduces the

amount of computation they will need to do in the
future and makes it easier to do mental figuring.
For example, a student in a textiles program
should know the decimal equivalents of 1/8, 3/4, %,
7/10, 1/4, Va, and 3/4 in order to figure yardage costs
more easily. The following are examples of how

fraction and decimal equivalents can be inter-

changed for easy mental calculation. Notice that the
technique of splitting factors, shown in sample 12,
is used in both these examples.
24 yards at $2.50

24 yards at 21/2 =-

24x2 =

48
1/2 - 12
48 + 12 $60

24

33/4 yards at $2.00

3.75x2=
3x2= 6.00
,75 x 2

1.50
6.00 + 1.50 = $7.50

A helpful rule of thumb for students to remember
in converting from one measurement unit to another
is this: multiply to get more units of a smaller measure; divide to get fewer units of a larger measure.

Estimation is a skill that comes primarily from
practice. You can devise a variety of games and
exercises relevant to your vocational-technical area

that will give students practice In estimating. For example, you might line up several containers and ask

' stuckints to estimate how many ounces each will
hold. Then you could have them actually pour water
into them to check their accuracy The same kind of
activity could be done using board lengths, number

of feet or yards from one point to another, and so
on.

For estimating answers to computation problems,

students should be encouraged to round off numbers for rapid estimation. They may also find it help-

ful. to establish points of reference. For example,
they know how big a half gallon of milk is. Is this
other container larger or smaller? Or, they know that

this student's

higher is the waheighllt
?

is about 6 feet. Now much

Problem solving. Problem solving is essentially
the application of judgment and computation skills
to obtain needed information. Part of the ability to
solve problems is simply knowing that you can.

As with measurement, problem solving is best
taught in relation to real, on-the-job problems. The
kinds of problems your students will be called upon

to solve wil depend entirely on their vocationaltechnical area and occupationatgoals. Nbu can help
them knprove their problem-solving skills by pre-

senting such problems in a real contextnot as

written problems with all the facts neatly laid out for
them.

One approach is to begin by reviewing the problem-solving questions;
What do I need to find out?
What do I already know that can help me find
the answer?
What more do I need to know in order to find
the answer?
Now can I use what I already know to find out
more?
What is the solution?
vbu might then walk students throup the steps of
solving some sample problems by asking them the
key questions and halting them provide the answers.

As students gain confidence, they should become
increasingly able to ask and answer the questions
.themselves. Eventually, they shOuld become better
able to recognize problems as they naturally occur,
to intuitively sort out useful information, and to find
the answers they need.

Organization of data. Students need to be able
to set up, read, and draw conclusions from numeri-

cal data in the form of

charts,

tables, graphs, or

other graphic displais. They should realize that numerical data compiled in these forms can actually

_"""4"1

be a shortcut for themespedally if they have

reading problemsbecause a lot of extra language
is eliminated.

Ilaing_able to use numerical data in these forms
is partly attitudinal. That is, your students need to be
confident that they can understand the data forms if
they use a logical approach. You can help your ski-

limb Improve their skills with organized data by
presenting some of the data forms they will encounter in their work and showing them how to read the
forms.
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Provide PrecticeActivitite
No manor how - the mathematical theories are
explained and specific trouble spots ate corrected,
your students will need plenty of practice to improve
their math skiNs significantly Practice, however,
does not have to consist of page after page of problems. There are a variety of ways in which you can
provide practice in specific math skills within your
usual curricukun.

Class Assignments and Projects
Among the most important avenues for practice
are the assignments and projects that are a natural
Part of your program. NW can set up these activities
to include the math skills in which your students
need practice. TIft can be done on an Individualized basis so that each student t work requites the
types of math in which he or she needs to inwrove.

structed to provide practice in probability and problem solving, as well as computation. For example,
in one such game, students have four cubes or dice:

structor could assign scale and dimensions in a way

a

Games
Math games, if carefully chosen or constructed
and correctly integrated Into the program, can be an
effective and enjoyable way to practice math skills.
They should be designed to provide practice in the

example, imagine that building trades students are working on blueprints. For a student who
needs practice on working with fractions, the in.

A math specialist may be able to help you develop

math exercises, appropriate to your eltgam, that
focus on specific side needed by your students.

that would emphasize computation with fractions.
On The same activities, the instructor might have another student work with decimals to provide practice
hi that

Similarly, if dietetics students are teaming to plan
supply orders on the basis of a week's menus, the
Instructor could arrange individual assignments to
emphasize computation with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percentages, or whatever skills othe
students need to practice.

Specific skill i; that students are trying to improve,
and they should be used to provide practice at the
right timewhen working on those skills.

Games of chance, for example, can be con-

two have the numbers 0 through 5; two have the
numbers 5 through 10.

By rolling the cares one at a time, the students
try to roll as close to a Oat of 15 as possible. Each
student may roll as many of the cubes as he/she
wishes, may roll each cube only once, and may stop
at any time. While providing practice In addition and
subtraction, the game also challenges students to
consider the probability of improving scores by selecting different cubes to rote

Math Exercises
If you have taught your students mathematical
shortcuts and tricks to help them improve specific
math skills, you can provide practice exercises to
enable students to gain skill in their use. For example, you might provide exercises, drills, or even
contests (for speed and accuracy) in which students
do such tasks as the following:

Add by grouping numbers
Estimate by rounding off numbers
Compute by converting firbt to an easier form
(e.g., fractions to decimals)
Compute by using number lines or charts

1

In order to make math more fun and familiar to
students, It is important that any such exercises be

presented in a positive atmosphere. Activities
should be designed to encourage students to Increase their accuracy and their speed, while also
breaking down some of the attitudinal barriers that

6. Described in Stephen S. Willoughby. Thaching Aftefleateck What is
Basic? (Washington. DC: Council for Basic Education, 1901), pp. 27-

-students may have built concerning math.

28.
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ltu can invent other types of gams, such as the
following, to provide practice in specific math
Contests of speed in the arious computation

Iry occupational skins and weer avairet-Ass. Al-

Guessing games (guessing the volume.of containers, length of distances, and soon)
Brainteasers (these can be given out at the end
of a class and reviewed at the beginning of the
next)

They can be Lsed repeatedly, often with differ.
ent results.
They can be designed specifically to enhance
your vocational-technical program.
They can be developed in such a way that they
do not appear childish to the students.
They can be adapted to meet individual student
needs:

Some commercial games provide excellent praa.

*ice in specific math skills. For example, such
games as Yahtzee, backgammon, bridge, MonopUno, and Oh-No 99 all require some
oly,
math. Nbu may feel that such games are not an appropriate use of class Orne. especially since the relationship of game playing to learning often appears
remote. However, your situation might permit student use of such games during lunch, scheduled
breaks, free periods, or even as an incentive or reward at certain times.

though creating a simulation requires a good deal of
preparabon time, simulations have several actvan.
tapes:

Roles can be deigned to estphasize specific
math skills.

Developing a. simulation calls for identifying occupations related to your vocational-technical area
and developing a role, or a task to be accomplished,
for each occupation. Usually simulation roles depend on interaction among or between role-pkwers.
You can set up each role wfth facts, figures, and task

instructions that require the use of specific math

Simulations
Simulations are another way to give students
practice in specific math skills, while also develop-

7. To gain ski in using simulations, you may wish to refer to Module
C-5, Employ Smulation Techniques.

IOptional
Activity

%moo

To increase your awareness of available techniques and materials for improving specific math skills, you may wish to review student and teacher
materials such as those produced by the Interstate Distributive Education
Curriculum Consortium (IDECC). These materials include learning activity
packages for specific math skills, such as "Addition and Subtraction," "Multiplication and Division," and "Fractions and Percents."

The Bowing case snuatIons descrke four students who need to improve
specific math skills. Read each case Corr and the question following N.
Using the question as a guide, expkthl ki writing how you would help the
student Improve his/her math skins.

CASE SITUATIONS
1. Carolyn Mehaffie, a student in your program, has turned in a worksheet with the following problems on
It.

15 1-111°A.712,067

15
42,

2(0 I-522LZ-1
6157(05
2137

42

200

76

lob

185

180
What math skills do you think Carolyn is having trouble with, and how would you help her improve
those skills?
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2. Al Frized has come 61 you saying that he can't complete a class project because the dimensions don't
come out right When he explains how he came up with his figures, you find that Al is having trouble
adding and subtracting fractions.
How would you go about helping Al implove his skits in working with fractions?

-..-

'""

3. Bijah Moore has been working on completing one forms, using self-evaluation checks to monitor his
own progress as he works through the unit. Elijah his come to you because his final cost figures are
on *Nom and he doesn't know why Looking over his ortisrs, you find that he is able to compute with
whole numbers fairly weft but that ho does not understand placement of decimal points in decimal
.
computations.
How would you help Elijah !approve his skits with decline's?

4. NW have assigned a project requiring your students to (1) figure how much

mate41 they will need b
make an item of a given size, (2) obtain the materals, and (3)
the
complete
pr?ject. Most of your
students have begun the construction phase of the project, but three students are
ilill tsylng 10 figure
out how
will need. They simply don't know how to solve the problem.
they
much/Material
How would you help these students improve their problem-solving skills?
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Feedback

Compare your written responses to the case situations with the model responses given below bur responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses; hottever, you should have covered the same major points.
I

MODEL RESPONSES
1.

Cero lyn seems to have two areas of difficulty
The first and most serious is that she has not

with the job requirements related to her occupational goals.

cated by such errors as 3 x 15 = 42,
8 x 26 = 200, 2 x 26 = 58, 7 x 26 = 180,

Improvement wiN probably be easier to achieve
in the matter of bringing down zeros. It may suf-

The second problem is that, while she appears
to have a fairly goon command of the division
process, she is neglecting to bring down zeros
to maintain place values.
There are several possible strategies for help-

answer. Reviewing the concept of place values
may help her to remember the important function of zeros.
2. To help Al, you need to know more about where
he is going wrong. A first step might be to break

mastered the multiplication tablesas indi-

fice to remind Carolyn that .zeros must be
brought down to maintain place vies In the

and 6 x 7 - 46.

ing Carolyn to improve her multiplication skills.

the math ski (adding and subtracting fractions) into subtasks and then to watch as Al

First, she should be encouraged to memorize
the multiplication tables, perhaps beginning with

works some sample problems.
With subtasks in mind, you should be able to
determine whether Al's dfficulty stems from, for
example, not converting to fractions with common denominators, not leaving denominators
constant when computing, computkig new numerators incorrectly, or other specific errors.
When you have defined the specific problem
area, you will be able to work directly on that
4
area.
If the main problem is in following the correct
process to compute the answer, you should explain and demonstrate the process of adding or
subtracting fractions mid review the basic rules.
In selecting practice problems for Al, you may
wish to give him problems with like denominators first. After he masters those, he could move
on to more complex ones.
If An; ilifficutty stems from a lack of conceptual

some of the easier ones, like 2s and 5s.
Various shortcuts and aids can also be used,
not only to help Carolyn learn the tables, but

also to enable her to do the rest of the math
required for her program untif she knows the
tables. Fc example, you could provide a multiplication chart for reference.
Frequent use of such a chart could help Carolyn
"absorb" some of the number combinations almost unconsciously. A program of charted timings could also help her to commit the multiplication tables to memory.
It may help Carolyn to know hints and rules of
thumb for multiplicationfor example, that reversing the factors does not change the answer
(7 x 5 = 5 x 7). If she becomes stronger in

some tables (e.g 5s) than in others, she can
be encouraged to use this to her advantage.
For example, instead of multiplying 6 x 8, she
could mentally multiply 5 x 8 (40) and add 8
(48). Perhaps rounding multipliers or splitting
factors would be useful techNques for Carolyn.
Carolyn should have plenty of opportunity for
practicing multiplication as she gains skill. lbu
might plan her regular assignments to emphasize multiplication skills.
Finally. if Carolyn's difficulty persists despite

your efforts and hers, you might consider

whether usino a calculator would be consistent

understanding of fractions, other strategies
may be appropriate. Visual aids (e.g., pie charts
or diagrams) and tangible objects may be useful
as you explain fractions. Activities in which AI

manipulateobjects may be appropriate.
.

As AI gains skill in adding and subtracting fractions, he will need practice activities to reinforce
his new skills. Class assignments emphasizing
these skills, drills', computation contests with

other students, games. or simulations are pos-

slb ways to provide practice, depending on
your vocational-technical program.

give them both a method of seeking solutions
and the confidence that they can *sited a problem and use the info meson they have to find
other information.

3. Having discovered his problem through self-

evaluation is an advantage for E1ah. He has
determined for himself that he needs to improve
his math side. This sense of responsibiNly may

give him the motivation it takes to bring about
the invrovernent.
Elijah may need to review the basic rules of
working with decimals (9.g., Nne up decimal
points.in addition and subtraction, count decimals in a multiplication problem to locate the

One approach to helping these students is to
ask them questions that will help them identify
and examine the problem. For exaripie:
What do you wed to find out ?'
What do you already know that can help

you find the anew?

decimal point in the answer). He may also need
to review the concept of place values in relation
to decimals.

What more do you need to know in order to
find the answer?
How can you use what you already know to
find out more?
What is the solution?

ion explaining concepts and rules, it may be help-

ful for you to demonstrate the ideas using visu-

als (e.g., charts or pictures) or tan
jectsPerhaPs PlaY Incerst

le ob-

As they answer each question, you can help
them to organize their information so that it

When Elijah understands these concepts, he is
INcely to find applications of the concepts most
if they relate to the order forms he was

leads to a solution.

ly working on. Nbu might have him rework the order forms and repeat the self-checks

to observe his own progress. Seeing the

cess. Ybu should encourage them to become increasingly responsible for defining the problem,

achievement that results from his 'Own efforts
may further motivate him to continue working on
his math skills.

asking the riOt questions, and organizing their
information so that it leads to a sokition.

Practice activities will help Elijah to solidify the
improvement in his math skiff. Class assignments can b' designed to emphasize decimal
computations. If necessary, other activities,
such as games or math exercises, can be provided to give additional practice.
4.

When the students have Kolved the problem,
you can pose similar problems to which the students need to apply the problem-solvkig pro-

To provide additional practice in prublem solving, you need to look for ways to incorporate
problem solving into other assignments. For example, you may want to avoid supplying Woo
much information when you assign projects and
other class activities. Instead, you might require
the students to use a few given facts and figures
to generate enough other infortnation to complete the assignment.

These students need to learn a rational approach to finding solutions to practical problems. Learning a set of problem-salving questions that can be applied to any problem can

Level of Performance: Ybur written responses to the case situations should have covered the same major
points as the model responses. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points
you made, review the material in the information sheet, Improving Specific Math Skills, pp. 24-46, or check
with your resource person if necessary.
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Activity

The following case study describes how a vocational teacher assisted students in improving the*. math skills. Read the case study and then wit*.
In writing the teacher's performance, fixplakiing (1) the Strengths of the
teacher's approach, (2) the weaknesses of the teacher's approach, and (3)
how the teacher should have assisted the students in Improving their math

CASE STUDY
Mr. Rawlings, a vocational teacher, had just gotten a new group of students in his program. Weil

Aware of how important it Is to be positive and
encouraging; Mr. Rawlings assured the students

aware from past experience that new studerds don't
always have the needed skill levels in the 3 Rs, he
decided to assess their skiffs early so that he would
be able to accommodate their needs throughout the
Program
For the math skOls, Mr. Rawlings went to the`math
teacher and got several comprehensive math tests.
Looking them over, ho chose one that incktded all
areas of computation, some algebra and geometry,

that if they tried hard they could surely improve their
math skills. He noted that, although they would have
weekly quizzes to Check their progress, they would

and many word problems to test problem-solving
ability. "This one looks like it covers at least as much

math as weX ever use In my classes,* he said to
himself. 'Seger to be thorough and find out just
where the stmlents stand."

When Mr. Rawlings gave the test, he was careful
to explain to the students (1) why they were taking
the test, (2) that they wouldn't get a grade for it, (3)
how much time they would have, and (4) how the
test was set up. He reviewed the vocabulary used in
the directions and encouraged the students to ask
questions any time they needed to.

After the test, he told the students that their
scores would be available on Monday and that they
could come to him if they were interested.

When he scored the tests, Mr. Rawlings found
that many students had trouble with multiplication,

long division, fractions, decimals, percents, and
solving word problems. 14Vbwthis is going to be
some challenger he thought as he planned how he
would help his students improve their math skills
while they pursued their occupational goals.

Since so many students WO having trouble, he
decided to begin With a topic that would interest
everyone and give students a chance to work on
several math skills at once: eandngs.
Introducing the unit on earnings, Mr. Rawlings informed the students that their math scores had been
fairly low and that they needed to work on several
areas, which he listed on the board. He explained
how important these skills are for a worker, not only

for completing their job duties, but for computing
wages and benefits, understanding their earnings

not actually be graded in the math portion of the
COMO.

Because a l the students needed to know about
earnings and so many of them needed to impme
their skills in the related math, Mr. Rawhngs planned
primarily large -group instruction. He explakied how
the earnings statement is laid out; what the different
amotmts are; how such deductions as taxes, Social
Security, and insurance are figured; how the benefits system works; how the pay scale relates to time
on the job; and so on.

The students found this really interesting, especially skim it related to how much money they would

be making. Mr. Rawlings brought up hobbies and
other outside interests he knew his students had,
which May would be better able to afford if they
handled their money welt.

Mr. Rawlings made sure all the students studied
the math chapter in the technical-skills textbook he
used in the program. This gave them all a common
beginning and a reference they could use later.
Then, when students had trouble with some of the
math, Mr. Rawlings tried to explain each mathematical concept simply and clearly, and he wrote the basic rules for it on the board. He demonstrated prob-

lems on the board and used large wall chartsone
with the pay scale gradations and one showing a
completed earnings statementto illustrate his explanations.
To give students practice with problems related to
earnings, Mr. Rawlings passed out sample earnings
statements to each student and assigned problems

to be completed using information from the handouts.

For students who just didn't seem to know their
multiplication tables, he assigned one tabkat a time

to be memorizednot so much that it would overwhelm them, but enough that they would have
memorized them all bytthe end of the program.

statements and paychecks, and planning a budget.
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Whenever students worked problems on the

IF

To improve the students' skill in solving word

board, Mr. Rawlings watched for signs of specific
difficulty. For example, when one student kept getling problems wrong because she was placing the
decimal points incorrectly, he took advantage of the
situation and explained place values and working
with decimals to the whole class.

problems, Mr. Rawlings gave them sheets of practice problems, pointed out key words that indicated
how to solve the problems, and led them through
solving several of them. He was careful to make the
problems relevant by rr ating them to earnings or to
the vocational-technical program.

Then Mr. Rawlings had the student at the board
work the problem properly to show her achievement. He followed up on this activity by assigning
other, more difficult problems to the students. Mr.

As Mr. Rawlings assigned work in other areas of
the program, he,tried to reinforce the students' math
skills development by emphasizing the math skills
they were currently working on. This gave the students plenty of practice through which they could
continue to improve their math skills.

Rawlings believed in building on students' success
to increase their self-confidence.
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Compare your written ctitique of the teacher's performance wit; f the model
critique given below Maur response need not exactly duplicate the model
response; however, you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE
Mr. Rawlings's view of math skills improvement as
pad of his responsibility is highly commendable. His

general attitude and his many efforts to help students improve their math skills will certainly benefit
°them.

Unfortunately, Mr. Rawlings made a faulty beginning that would be hard to overcome later. Without
assessing the specific math skills required for his
program, he had nothing to which to compare the
students' skill levels. Had he reviewed occupational
we; .,es or competency profiles and analyzed the
ways in which math is used on the job and the proficiency levels needed, Mr. Rawlings would have
had a very good basis for setting realistic learning
objectives for the students once their present skill
levels were known.

As it was, he failed to assess not only the math
requirements but the adequacy of his own skills for
improving students' basic math skills. Mr. Rawlings
also failed to consider whether the textbook and
other instructional materials he was using covered
basic math development adequately.
He should, for example, have reviewed these ma-

terials to answer questions such as the following:
Do they present basic math in ways appropriate for
the students' learning needs? Do they provide clear
and simple explanations and enough opportunity for

practice? And so on. The technique he used later
(assigning a chapter from the textbook) may or may
not have been a good one, depending on the adequacy of the text.
Mr. Rawlings was quite correct to assess his students' basic math skills early in the program. This
would enable him to plan his instruction to meet the

students' needs. However, the assessment approach he chose left something to be desired. Stan-

dardized tests, while not necessarily the best approach in this situation, can be usefulft they are
short, tailored to the program, and suited to students' capabilities (e.g., reading levels).

But without knowing the exact math requirements
for the occupational area, Mr. Rawlings had no way
to tailor the test to the program. The test he chose

was also too broad, probably too long, and attempted to assess problem-solving ability through
word problems alone.
For students who have trouble with math anyway,
this kind of test is apt to be altogether too threaten-

ing to give an accurate assessment of their math
skills. Mr. Rawlings was somewhat sensitive to this.
He did try to lessen the students' fear by explaining
the purpose of the test, the directions, the vocabulary, and so on.

However, when he reviewed the scores; he had
no way of knowing how much of the students' poor

performance was really due to math deficiency
Many performance problems could have resulted
from test fear, inadequate reading ability, or other
difficulties.
At this point, however, he still could have salvaged

the situation. He should have sat down with each
student, gone over the test, and reviewed the student'S strengths and weaknesses
should have
had the student show him how h. r she worked
some of the problems that ware sohed incotrectly.
By using that approach, Mr. Rawlings could have
gotten a better idea of each student's real ,difficuV
tieswhether with basic concepts or perhaps with
minor steps in the mathematical operations. Each
student then could .ave participated in making the
decision that he or she needed to improve certain
math skills. Each student could have chosen to
commit his or her efforts to that improvement.

After a shaky beginning, Mr. Rawlings did a fairly
good job of working with the students to improve
their math skills. He was creative in incorporating
the math into the vocational-technical content.
Teaching math in an occupational context and attempting to show the relationship of math to occupatiorai and personal interests could help motivate
the students to learn.

He did try to be positive and encouraging. Wowever, his early efforts at creating a
'atmosphere should have been sustained
his
instruction. Singling out a student who is working a
problem incorrectly at the head is inherently threatening. It can intimidate not only the student at the

Undoubtedly, all the' students would have benefited from a little more fun in the learning. Enjoyable

board but al §o -the other students, who know Ituzry
may be nexf if they make public" mistake.

Other techniques besides memorization (e.g.,
shortcuts and number charts) might have helped
students team the Multiplication tables. With abetter view of how math is used on the job, Mr. Rawl-

And this was hardly a good example of buiktng
on a 'student's success to increase self-confidence.
In reality, the student at the board was bulldog on
failure. When she got the problem dOit after addi-

tional instruction, Mt. Rawlings should have reinforced her success by giving her more problems of
equal difficulty. Later, after her repeated success,
he could have increased the difficulty of the problems he assigned.

Perhaps, Mr. Rawl
'e greatest fault in working
with the students was that he did not individualize
instruction. In choosing only large-group instructional techniques, he 'colored students' individual
needs.

activitiesgames, contests, brainteasers, and simOar activities -- -might have helped to offset the large-

group Instruction and the grim prospect of weekly
quizzes.

ings might even have determined that quick recall of
multiplication tables was unnecessary and that calculators could be used.

itT is true that the studentsthrough Mr. Rawlings's patient instructionmay be better able to
solve written word problems. However, their ability
to solve problems on the job probably win be little
affected. Problems that are encountered naturally in
almost any job are not presented on paper with key
words and just the right amount of kiformation.

A better focus for students' efforts would have
been to use the problem-solving questions to solve

For example, some students might not have

problems that naturally occur in the, vocational-

needed to start at the beginning with each new math

technical program: what is the problem, what information do I have, what information do I need, and
how can I solve the problem?
Finally, on the positive side, reinforcing the teaming of math in other class assignments and projects
was an effective way to provide practice within the
context of occupational development.

skill. Perhaps a review of basic rules would have
sufficed for these students. Some students might
have responded better to one-to-one or small-group

instruction. Perhaps others had reading problems
that should have been accommodated in the choice
of instructional techniques.

Level of Performance: `four written critique should have covered the same major points as the model
critique. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you mad ", review the
material in the information sheets, pp. 7-17 and 24-46, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Assist Students In improving Their Math Skills (M-5)
Name

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing an
X in the appropriate box under the LEVCL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If,
because of special circumstances, a perromiance component was not applicable, or Impossible to execute, place an X In the NIA box.

Dote

RIMOUrCe Perm,

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In preparing to assist students In improving their math

S

JAI 1 cOP

skills, the teacher:

1. assessed the math skills rag Arad to master the competencies for the occupational area, inducting:

a. basic math competencies

DODD

b. specific math skills

2. assessed students' competency levels in relation to the
math requirements, using the following approaches:
a. formal and/or informal assessment technhques, as aporooriate for students' individual needs

II]

El

II]

b. realistic problem-solving activities
for making the situation as

c.

nthreatening as

notrategies

d. opportunities for student self-evaluation

DODO

e. reviews of assessment results with each student

3. assessed his/her own knowledge and competency in the
identified math skills, including:

a. understanding of basic concepts
b. ability to perform math operations

c. ability to help students learn the concepts and operations

4. assessed existing instructional materials to determine their
adequacy for improving basic math skills

5. adapted or supplemented instructional materials as necessary

El

6. planned appropriate courses of action, including one or
more of the following approaches:

a. learning activities within the occupational program to
improve specific math skills

_

b. referral to a specialist for more intensive math remedialion

Ei

41.

itttif

c. supportive activities within the occupational program to
complement the specialist's remedial activities

4*

ki working with students to improve their math skills, the
teacher:
7. created a positive atmosphere by:
a. projecting a positive attitude

b. creating a nonthreatening environment

[1]

El CI

DODD
'L

c. encouraging students to take responsibility for improving their own math skills
8, individualized instruction by:
a. considering students' learning styles and other individual needs in planning instructional activities

D

b. planning instructional activities to allow students to work

on the specific math skills in which they needed im-

El

provement
c. relating learning activities to students' occupational and

personal interests

9. used appropriate instructional techniques to help students
improve specific math skills, including one or more of the
following:
a. simple, clear explanations of concepts and basic rules
b. demonstrations of step-by-step procedures

DODD

c. development of math skills as a part of normal program
content

El

El El

n

d. visual aids (e.g., charts, diagrams,) and tangible objects

e. manipulatiVe activities
f.

work on specific problem areas as a means of building
to a larger skill

g. practical math activities, designed to help students im
prove their problem-solving skills

F1 El

n
n

10. provided practice activities, including one or more of the
following:
a. regular class assignments and projects, adapted to emphasize math
b. math exercises and games, designed to improve speed
and accuracy

c. simulations

El

0
I

1

n

1

1

10

ri
1

1

.

Level of Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. It any item receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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ABOUT USING THE NATIONAL CENTER'S
PBTE MODULES
Organizatkm

Terminology

Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teaching
success. A module is made up of a series of learning experiences, some providing background information, some
providing practice experiences, and others combining

Actual Teaching Situation: A situation in which you are

these two functions. Completing those experiences should

enable you to achieve the terminal objective in the final
learning experience. The final experience in each module
always requires yo to demonstrate the skill in an actual
teaching situation when you are an intern, a student teach-

er, an inservice teacher, or occupational trainer.

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take only those
modules covering skills that you do not already possess.
Similarly, you need not complete any learning experience
within a module if you already have the skill needed to
complete it. Therefore, before taking any module, you
should carefully review (1) the introduction, (2) the objectives listed on p. 4, (3) the overviews prececfing each learning experience, and 1.4) the final experience. After comparing your present needs and competencies with the information you have read in these sections, you should be

ready to make one of the following decisions:
That you do not have the competencies indicated and

should complete the entire module
That you are competent in one or more of the ena-

bling objectives leading to the final learning experience and, thus, can omit those learning experiences
That you are already competent in this area and are
ready to complete the final learning experience in

order to "test out"
That the module is inappropriate to your needs at this
time

When you are ready to complete the final learning experience and have access to an actual teaching situation,
make the necessary arrangements with your resource person. If you do not complete the final experience successful-

ly, meet with your resource person and arrange to (1)
repeat the experience or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities suggested
by your resource person before attempting to repeat the
final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the learning experiences preceding the final experience. Any time

you do not meet the minimum level of performance required to meet an objective, you and your resource person may meet to select activities to help you reach competency. This could involve (1) completjeg parts of the

module previously skipped, (2) tepee" activities, (3)
reading supplementary resources or completing additional
activities suagested by the resource person, (4) designing your own learning experience, or (5) completing some
other activity suggested by you or your resource person.

actually working with and responsible for teaching secondary or postsecondary vocational students or other occupational trainees. An intern, a student teacher, an inservice
teacher, or other occupational trainer would be functioning in an actual teaching situation. If you do not have access to an actual teaching situation when you are taking
the module, you can complete the module up to the final

learning experience. You would then complete the final
learning experience later (i.e.. when you have access to
an actual teaching situation).
Alternate Activity or Feedback: An item that may sub-

settee for required items that, due to special circumstances, you are unable to complete.
Occupational Speckdty: A specific area of preparation
within a vocational service area (e.g., the service area
Trade and Industrial Education includes occupational
specialties such as automobile mechanics, welding, and
electricity).

Optioned Activity or Feeftack: An item that is not required but is designed to supplement and enrich the required items in a learning experience.
Resource Person: The person in charge of your educational program (e.g., the professor, instructor, administrator, instructional supervisor, coverating/superviaing/
classroom teacher, or training supervisor who is guiding
you in completing this module.
Student: The person who is receiving occupational instruction in a secondary, postsecondary, or other training
program.
Vocational Service Area: A major vocational field: agricultural education, business and office education, marketing and distributive education, health occupations education, home economics education, industrial arts education,

technical education, or trade and industrial education.
You or the Teacher/lnstructor: The person who is completing the module.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A: The criterion was not met because it was not applicable to the situation.

None: No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevant.
Poor The teacher is enable to perform this skill or has

only very limited ability to perform it.

Fair: The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an acceptable manner but has some ability to perform it.
Good: The teacher is able to perform this skill in an effective manner.
Excellent: The teacher is able to perform this skill in a

very effective manner.
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